Napa 2012
If a person was silly enough to assign Olympic medals to wine regions, I suppose Napa Valley
would always get a gold medal. I have encouraged people in the wine biz, including myself, to
identify the benchmarks and to visit and understand them. If it matters, it‟s importa nt to know
where you are going and who is already there, and gold medal regions have a lot to offer.
Parker and the Spectator assign points to wines and every so often a perfect wine arises out of the
sea of scores. People will argue, of course, about the merit of the wines and value of the scores, but
if these two reference sources of wine quality agree that a wine deserves a hundred points, well, it‟s
probably a pretty good wine.
The Cabernet Sauvignon from the Beckstoffer To Kalon Vineyard made by Schrader Cellars
received 100 points from both critics. So it was with great joy and a measure of reverence that we
visited the vineyard with its manager, Dave Michul. I often speak about uniformity and balance as
the keys to fine wine, and these vines, planted on this historic site in 1996, represent the pinnacle of
our profession - it‟s a 100 point vineyard. It takes your breath away to see these vines, and taste the
fruit even a few weeks before they are fully mature. A comparable experience for me is walking
through the vineyards of Chateau Lafite-Rothschild in Pauillac, at about the same time of year, in
2006 – very different terroir and a completely different viticultural sensibility, but perfect balance.
It‟s a humbling experience to visit vineyards like these. It may sound trite, but these are happy,
well-tended vineyards, and it‟s no wonder they produce great wines.

To Kalon
(above) and
Lafite-Rothschild
(right): two
examples of great
balance and wines
in Oakville and
Medoc grown on
very different
terroirs

Visiting To Kalon just before harvest and seeing these vines will leave a permanent impression on
me, and to some degree these will always be the reference point for great viticulture. Its pedigree
and consistency of quality over time sets apart from other distinguished ne ighbors, young and old.
On a 3-day tour of Napa Valley with Jim Law (Linden Vineyards – www.lindenvineyards.com)
and Rutger de Vink (RdV Vineyards – www.rdvvineyards.com) we gained an understanding of the
complexity of the viticulture and wines. From great tradition to modernity, to the greatest and
ugliest vineyards, the valley encompasses the entire wine world. The ostensible reason for this trip
was to explore wine style. Recently, the wine media has been talking about a shift in consumer
preference (and theirs) from big, heavy, alcoholic wines to a more restrained style. Is that
happening here and, if so, how and why? We spent much of our time in the Rutherford-Oakville
bench area, and along the eastern side of the Silverado Trail. I noticed in a variety of places during
our visits, including in Charles Thomas‟ truck, a book about Napa by Jonathan Swinchatt, which
seems for now to be the definitive guide to the local terroir. It covers the four key components of
terroir – soil, climate, plants and viticulture and tries to connect them to wine quality. This passage
spoke to the core of the area we visited: Alluvial EPUs (earth processing units) lie at the foot of the mountains,
lining the edges of the Napa Valley, some extending well out onto the valley floor. The alluvial EPUs are
accumulations of gravel, sand, silt, and clay, arranged in an architecture controlled by the processes of deposition that
characterize this geologic regime. Springs sometimes line the break in slope at the base of the hills, as they do at
Dominus, where they create a zone of greater agricultural vigor, which encourages excessive vegetative growth in the
vines. As Daniel Bosch (viticulturist at Mondavi) observes, “Vigor follows drainage.” Alluvial sediments vary
irregulary in depth – silt or clay might underlie coarse sediment at the surface, or vice versa. Organic content is linked
to grain size: finer-grained sediments contain greater amounts of organic matter and tend to hold water, characteristics
that make them agriculturally more vigorous. Alluvial fan sediments are thick, and most are easily penetrated by roots.
Drainage is good, except where they are dominated by clay. The west side alluvial EPUs contain much of the rich
history of Napa wine. Gustave Niebaum made wines here, as did Georges de Latour and John Daniel, Jr. The
Rutherford fan is home to Inglenook and Beaulieu, while the Oakville fan is the home to Robert Mondavi , the fabulous
To Kalon Vineyard, and Martha’s Vineyard and Bella Oaks lies at the head of a fan south of Oakville Grade. More
recent luminaries include Dominus (on a small fan in Yountville), Staglin, Spottswoode and Abreu’s Madrona Ranch at
the foot of Spring Mountain. Cathy Corison has made wine from grapes grown on these fans. Wines fro m the western
fans are said to have berrylike fruit, rounded tannins and generally softer character than their mountain cousins. (The
Winemaker’s Dance, pages 99-100)

Dominus is owned by Christian and Cherise Mouiex from
Bordeaux and is located in Yountville just west of Hwy 29.
We were not able to meet with technical staff but Regina
Feiner graciously showed us around the vineyard and cellar.
Christian is replanting but sticking to the tradition of John
Daniel‟s original Napanook vineyard
French drains are widely used and were being installed in
new fields
Leaves are modest in size but thick and dark green, shoot
growth has ceased and wood is fully lignified
Vines look perfect with outstanding canopy management
Merlot is being replaced by Cabernet Sauvignon
Cover crop is being used in some areas to moderate vine
vigor
Row direction is both E-W and N-S

Heitz Cellars with David Heitz and Eric White: one of the iconic brands of the valley, Joe Heitz
helped to establish Cabernet Sauvignon as the king of varieties with his single vineyard wines from
Martha‟s Vineyard and Bella Oaks, both located in the Rutherford-Oakville bench area.
Red wines are made with no malo-lactic fermentation
Wines are routinely acidified during primary fermentation
A strong acid backbone is core quality that they strive to add longevity to the wines
Low fermentation temperatures, in the 60s
pHs are generally quite low – 3.4-3.6 for finished wines, including reds
The wines have a remarkable, traditional style for the valley, clean, fresh, more focused, simple but
in a good way emphasizing the fruit qualities from the vineyard
Reds go into large open-topped oak tanks for aging and then are further aged 3-5 years in the bottle
before release. Current release is 2007.
David Heitz says that vine age doesn‟t matter, they made great wines after Martha‟s Vineyard was
replanted in the early „90s.

We tasted some Heitz wines around a stone table in the shade of oak trees next to the historic stone
winery and overlooking the new winery and vineyards. It was an amazing setting.
1. 2011 Sauvignon Blanc – classic older style SB with more focus on passion fruit than herb/grass. Eric
says they try to cultivate the aroma precursors for the passion in the grapes but these compounds are
not detectable in the berries. Very clean, fresh fruity, light in weight but very refreshing to drink

Tasting at Heitz: Eric White, Rutger, Jim and David Heitz

2. 2010 Chardonnay – also a classic early
Napa Chard without a lot of the extraction
although it was barrel fermented and lees
stirred. Good richness and creamy texture but
not overdone
3. 2009 Grignolino – beautiful light
red/garnet color, lighter in weight and body but
with exceptional bright, cherry berry flavors,
even some muscat and Jim commented some
native grape flavors, a excellent pizza wine.
This was the first wine made at Heitz. $20
retail. The fruit on vines looks like Barbera,
very large clusters and berries. Ripens in midSeptember. Just recommended by Eric Asimov
of the NY Times as a value wine in the US.

4. 2007 Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon – 25,000 cases made, this is their mainstay red, very nice
structure, fresh and fruity with good balance, the acidity is what keeps it fresh and lively.
5. 2007 Trailside CS – bigger, darker, more extracted but wonderful flavors and balance.

Mark Neal of Jack Neal & Sons, one of the major vineyard management companies in the valley,
they farm all of the Heitz‟s 350 acres of vineyard. With over 50 years of experience farming grapes
in the valley, Mark has seen and done it all.

Strip vine bark to reduce disease and mealy bug pressure.
Do it any time. Now is good when crew isn‟t busy before harvest.
Do it by hand and pay by vine. Use a hoe plow to cultivate under
the vines.
Spraying with Rears airblast sprayers at 150 gallons per
acre on full canopies. With PM complete coverage is essential for
control
Use Gubler index as a guide. PM is the main disease.
Look for hot spots. The organic products actually help to thicken
berry skins. There is less disease in the organic blocks.
European berry moth has vanished this year. He attributes
it to fast response by growers to suppress it, mostly using
pheromone ties
The county coordinated the effort to control the pest, which
was very effective and should be a model for response to new pest
introductions
No SWD or BMSB in the valley, yet
PD has disappeared from the valley, not even along riparian areas by the river
Fan leaf and leaf roll are big problems.
Vine material is a serious challenge to vineyard development
In some vineyards 101-14 and 5C is now susceptible to phylloxera
They will use Admire to control mealybug. One full application per season.
Strongly believes in organic but not biodynamic, which he says was co-opted by the wine media, eg.
the story about the squeezing the oil out an animal and spraying on the ground.
Gophers and voles are a big problem in vineyards
Nurseries – submit budwood and rootstocks as numbers only, not variety names so they cannot play
the variety shuffle game and mix up materials.
Use over the top NDVI for a dozen years to monitor levels of vine water stress to guide picking
decisions – use different colors lights in night picking (green to harvest, yellow to slow down, red –
stop) for harvest crews. Still using stem water potential, around -13 but less depending on it.
Use combination of hedge and irrigate to control transpiration. Light hedging may reduce the need
to irrigate.
He follows the weather and wind direction to know what‟s coming.
He looks at the neighbor‟s vineyards to know what will happen in his vineyards, i.e disease
problems.
All cane pruning, mostly 4‟ spacing with a gap in between canes. Less eutypa.
Use cover crop and kicker canes to limit vine growth on vigorous sites
Row direction – 6 degrees NE-SW. They want the sun overhead for the longest possible time during
the day. Spread canopies to offer more shade. Problem is roads are N-S so rows are either NS or
EW. Added development and farming costs if rows are chopped. Least preferred is NS rows.
They try to prevent sunburn, the grapes from get rose colored. Too much heat lessens colors and
aroma compounds.
Less leaf removal, more laterals
Valley breaks down to Zinfandel Lane, Lodi Lane where changes in temperature change the farming
practices.
Napa wineries and vineyards need to be working together. He mentioned 2 wine shops with 20,000
SKUs. With that kind of global competition, the last thing a winery owner has to worry about is his
neighbor.

Row direction: we encountered this topic often during our visit. It is part of the sun-heat mitigation.
Hwy 29 and the Silverado Trail run more or less N-S. Rows tend to be either E-W or N-S relative to
these roads
Rows are now ideally oriented so the sun is over the trellis between 3 and 5 PM, the hottest time of
the day, to shade and cool the fruit and leaves
Sunburn is most likely to occur between July 15 and August 15, so this is the period of the summer
that the rows are oriented towards.
Development and operating costs are increased when row orientation is altered from a N-S or E-W
axis

Irrigation: water and its availability to urban areas and agriculture will be one of the dominant
political and agricultural issues in the future for California. In vineyards, it is the life‟s blood of the
vine. However, there is a small movement towards reducing or eliminating the use irrigation, and
these growers turn period history in the valley before irrigation was widely available.
There is considerable discussion about the relative merits, viticultural and in wine quality, of dry
farming vineyards, especially heritage vineyards
We saw high density dry farming (Favia) and traditional low density (Dominus, Inglenook, Corison)
Growers are using deeper, longer irrigation sets as opposed to shorter and more frequent
Vine water use is being measured in a variety of ways including:
o Sap flow monitors from Fruition Sciences
o Stem water potential with pressure bombs
o NDVI to monitor both vine stress and yields
o Vine visual cues such as laterals, shoot tips, leaf temperature, color and orientation
Double drip hoses are often used to supply additional water to replants

Training and Trellis: trellis matters according to terroir factors. Hot and dry needs more shade on
the fruit, where in cool conditions the fruit benefits from more exposure. Napa is still adapting
trellis systems to the needs of the vines.
Variations of spread canopies are being used to help provide some shade over the fruit zone
Abreu vineyards us 3-12” cross arms and shoots are trained alternately to one side or the other
At Dominus, a mini-lyre system is used. Proper shoot positioning, especially in the interior part of
the canopy is very important to its success
There is a lot of head/cane and cordon/spur pruning used for the usual list of reasons
Standard VSP is still widely used but there is also a lot of Geneva Double Curtain, full lyre, one wire
or T trellis (California sprawl) still used in the valley

Dominus and Opus: compare and contrast
On this visit I found particularly fascinating two great Bordeaux chateau who have established
vineyards in Napa – Ets. J. P. Mouiex and Mouton-Rothschild. At Dominus, they decided to
continue the tradition of viticulture established by John Daniel at the historic Inglenook property dry farming on wide vine spacing. At Opus One, classic Medoc design, high density, small vine
viticulture is being used with irrigation. It might come as a surprise that in tasting their
2008 wines which are mostly Cabernet Sauvignon, they are similar in style, structure and character.
The vineyards are probably 3 miles apart and are impeccably designed, developed and maintained.

Dominus vineyard, wide and dry

Opus One vineyard, close and irrigated

Nathalie Jure @ Opus One: it‟s hard to imagine
a more beautiful winery whose design and
quality will endure for the ages. When Robert
Mondavi and Baron Rothschild brought high
density viticulture to the valley it was very
controversial. It probably still is but it is hard to
argue with the wine quality and Opus One is
sticking to it. Natalie said that 70% of the
quality comes from the vineyard, 20% in the
cellar and the last 10% are intangibles, a
mystery.

Spray kaolin on clusters on rows by Oakville Grocery to keep tourists from eating grapes
No one in the valley prunes when it rains due to eutypa. If it is a hard rain, the crew takes the day off
or works in the winery. Use B-loc, Topsin or Rally to prevent infections. Spray on or paint wounds.
Planting new vineyards down to 90cm, mainly to avoid gaps in the canopy.
Soil is rich but they use rootstocks to reduce vigor
Pruning is double guyot with 4 buds per cane.
Yes to root competition, comparing different areas of the vineyard and different spacings. Do not
stress the vine too much.
Use Gubler powdery mildew model, and spray every 7-10 days. There is a zero tolerance for
powdery mildew.
Fog burns off at 10 a.m. Cool and moist night allow for the vine to recover.
Biodynamic practices are used and preparations are applied. Matthew Baker from JPI is consultant.
Use sugar loading as a predictor of ripeness.
They use NDVI but not to make picking decisions and use historical data in each block

Irrigation scheduling more big drinks, less frequent, 10-12 gal for each vine. Berry size is small
from .9-1 gram.
Crop can be used to manage vine vigor
Zorro fescue is a preferred cover crop because it doesn‟t strongly compete, rye is also used
Cab Franc is irrigated more generously, achieving harvest maturity at -13 or -14 bar
They tend to harvest earlier than others and the decision to pick is not based on brix but flavor and
acid that will preserve freshness in the wine. They track 50% bud break, 50% bloom, 50% veraison
and 50% harvest and are able to predict harvest dates in each block.
Ideal yield is 3 t/a on meter x meter spacing
Cabernet clones are 338 (many are not planting 337 due to leafroll), 4 and 169 on 110R, 101-14 and
Riparia Gloire. They work with Mercier and STS to achieve clean vine materials.

I normally think of higher density, lower yields per vine, low fruit zone as ways to advance fruit
maturity and increase alcohol. While Opus One‟s vines impressed me as balanced, maybe they get a
little more shade in the fruit zone that tempers the sun to some degree, contributing to the wine‟s
restraint.
We tasted the 2008 Opus One (co- fermented with some Petit Verdot) from their hospitality room
looking into the circular barrel room. I think any wine poured in this setting would be so
intimidated it would have to taste exceptional, or that the tasters senses would be so overwhelmed
that a Coke in the Riedel stemware would taste like a delicious Cabernet. On our visit, and we
tasted quite a few great wines, this was my favorite for its classic combination of Bordeaux
suppleness and finesse, and structure, with that element of Napa sunshine and forward fruit. Here,
it all melds seamlessly together in the glass. Sorry Denise, but this is great wine.
Wine style change is probably more a result of perception than reality, after all, the sun is the sun
and it shines very brightly here. However, La Nina provided three cooler and later vintages and
this, perhaps temporarily, tempered the alcohol of California wines. It remains to be seen if this is
really a trend or just in our imaginations.
Napa vintners do not like rain. We never found out exactly how much rain fell during the harvest in
2011, I would guess maybe 3-5 inches, but it was enough to get botrytis started in Cabernet
Sauvignon, something that rarely happens here. There was in unmistakable optimism on this visit
that it would not happen again, or certainly not this year, since very little additional fruit rot
precautions were taken in the vineyard. This is a very different attitude from the Eastern US. As
for 2012 in Napa, so far so good.
Inglenook with Enrique Herrero and Cathy
Blazy: Please read the article by Jon Bonne
(http://www.sfgate.com/food/article/FrancisFord-Coppola-restoring-Inglenook-s- legacy3516346.php) which explains how Francis Ford
Coppola has made it his life‟s mission to restore
Inglenook to its former glory. From all
indications, he‟s on the right track, most
recently hiring Philippe Bascaules from
Chateau Margaux to be his winemaker. Leave
it to Mother Nature to welcome Philippe with a
very un-Napa-like vintage in 2011. But he‟ll

have plenty of time to work with the sun. The estate now includes most of the original vineyard,
which Mr. Coppola paid dearly for. We visited a 1965 block of head-trained Cabernet on St George
on 10x10, a Cabernet field planed in 1988 which has been retrofitted with trellis and cordons, and a
modern block of CS on 8x4 VSP. All of these were right next to each other making for interesting
wine comparisons between vine ages and viticulture systems.
100% organic farming, they have come in and out of using cover crops. Tillage seals the soil
surface, cover crops help to open it up.
For 2 years they have had irrigation, and there is a dialogue between Philippe and Mr. Coppola about
how it should be used
Leafhoppers and leafroll are a problem
A new vineyard was trained to VSP on 8x4 but not his favorite
Low yields are a problem, overall is 2.5 t/a across the property
Compost is used – feathermeal (organic poultry)
Prefer E-W over N-S, or slight variation
They will remove parts of laterals to open up the fruit zone just enough
Vertical positioned shoots have shorter laterals than horizontal shoots

These vineyards, in the heart of the Rutherford-Oakville bench on the west side of Hwy 29, are
amazing to see and their history makes them even more beautiful.
Wines tasted:
1. 2010 Blancaneaux (blend of Marsanne, Rousanne and Viognier that is ultra clean, fresh and fruity.
Very refreshing!
2. 2008 Rubicon – 14.8% alc, 87% CS, 6 CF, 4 PV, 3 Merlot, aromas near to jammy, very dark fruit,
spicy, fully ripe, rich in texture and flavors with great length
3. 2009 Rubicon
4. 2010 Rubicon (barrel)
5. 2011 Rubicon (barrel) – from Philippe‟s first vintage the wine has good ripeness and flavors with a
very delicate herbal veil.

Mary Maher @ Harlan: I was in a Total Wine
store recently and the 2007 Harlan is on the
shelf for $500. Sometimes it‟s hard to connect
the price of a wine to its production roots but
after you visit Harlan, it seems to all make
sense. There are two elements at work here,
incredible viticulture and winemaking, and
marketing and brand creation and protection
that is equally intense. Mary Maher (formerly
Mary Hall), the vineyard manager greeted us
and if I ever thought that people behind an
iconic name would be snobby, she helped
relieve me of that opinion. There is no more
down to earth, friendly, open and honest person
than Mary. She is totally someone you would want to go out with and have a pizza together. That
said, her viticultural prowess is beyond description and she operates one of the great estates in the
wine world. Harlan was our only hillside vineyard on this trip. It is always fascinating to consider

the differences between the wines on the Oakville- Rutherford bench and those from Mt Veeder,
Howell Mtn, Spring Mtn and other higher elevation sites. We discussed a lot the effect of diurnal
temperature range and its effects on acid and ripeness, with no general conclusions.
With leafroll 3 moving through a block at a rate of 5-10 percent a year, it was severed and pulled.
Blocks are not left fallow, but immediately replanted.
The vine material they receive is clean except for Rupestris Stem Pitting
The vineyard is farmed organically, cover crops are required for erosion control. Maximum slope
allowed now is 30%.
Soils are highly variable from volcanic Aiken, a soft, weathered basalt around a dense, dark core and
Great Valley ocean sediment with clay and loam. These conditions are remarkably similar to the
Eola Hills in the Willamette Valley.
On hillsides rootstocks are 110R, 3309, Riparia Gloire and 1616
Yield target is 2.5-2.75 lb per foot. Average harvest is 80 tons
Using sapflow monitors to schedule irrigation
Unilateral cordon-spur on older vineyards, double guyot on newer ones.
Michel Rolland is the wine making consultant, he is a one cluster per shoot viticulturist and his
biggest input is in blending

There is a certain opulence associated with Napa Valley. It was never more evident than when we
walked into their hospitality and viewed the spread of wines, glasses and documents before us. It is
very impressive.
Wines we tasted include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2006 Bond Melbury
2006 Bond Quella
2006 Bond St Eden
2006 Bond Vecina
2006 Bond Pluribus
2010 Harlan (not yet released) – a low yield vintage (even for Harlan)

Uniformly very dark, very dense, very tightly wound, dark fruit, structure and length, all firmly
imprinted by the sun and viticulture.
Cathy Corison is a bit of an iconoclast in the
valley. She was named “Winemaker of the
Year” by the SF Chronicle
(http://www.sfgate.com/food/article/CathyCorison-Chronicle-s-Winemaker-of-the-Year2433541.php) so she must be doing something
right! In the business for 30 years, she has done
it her way, making wines from old vines, many
leafroll infected that surround the winery
between St Helena and Rutherford. We talked
a lot with Cathy about wine style in the valley,
she is known for cabs under 14%. For her fully
ripe fruit means no green flavors (bell pepper,
asparagus) and getting that explosion of fruit in
the berries when tasting before harvest. With a few wine makers we talked about the definition of

“green flavors” and they agree that it does not include herb flavors but only the distinctive
methoxypyrazine flavors. She is adamant about not adding acid to any wine, it‟s a sin. Her goal is
to make a St. Julien-style wine on the Rutherford bench. She started to see slow changes in
consumer attitudes about alcohol levels 3 years ago and now it‟s an avalanche. It is critical to stop
vegetative growth at veraison. She wants to slow sugar accumulation. She really values her old
vines. The vineyard is dry-farmed Cabernet on St George on 7‟ spacing and it looks “rough” but she
loves the fruit. She replants vines as necessary. 1 ¼ t/a, very uneven, the soils are a mixture of bale
loam and “a gravel pit.” The fruit coloring and yields were uneven, probably due to leafroll, berry
and cluster size very small.
We tasted these wines with Cathy:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2001 Corison
2004 Corison
2005 Corison
2009 Linden Hardscrabble
St Julien (brought by Rutger)

Disease and Pests: Oddly, no birds. I can‟t remember if I saw a single bird in any vineyard. No
nets (just some for shade cloth), no cannons, no bird guards, no shotgun patrols. Nor did I ever see a
deer fence. It was strangely tranquil so near to harvest. There is, however, eutypa, which we talked
about with every grower. We learned that in Napa they do not prune in the rain! Then, all sorts of
materials including Topsin, Rally and boric acid are either painted or sprayed on the pruning
wounds. Eutypa is taken very seriously here, as is leafroll virus, mostly 2 and 3. It depresses yields
and delays ripening. Management of the mealybugs that vector leafroll is on the minds of every
grower in Napa. It knows no property lines and can move very quickly from one vineyard to its
neighbors. There is almost universal unhappiness with the quality of nursery materials. I often
wonder why some of the big growers, like Beckstoffer, do not graft their own vine materials. The
name James Stamp came up frequently as a hedge against poor quality vine material. It is normal
here to plant rootstock and chip bud the next spring. Some are trying propagating from shoot tips
only. Insect pests include phylloxera, european grapevine moth and leafhoppers. Nematodes are
always a big concern.
Organic and biodynamic: each estate stated that they farmed organically and-or biodynamically yet
we discovered that this means different things to different people. Not surprising, the two vineyard
management companies do not farm organically, in fact, Dave Michul stated that no customer has
ever asked them to. Great grapes can come from different farming systems and in this dry climate,
it is certainly possible to farm using organic materials and methods. What all of these growers share
in common is a tremendous accumulation of knowledge and experience, a great passion for their
vineyards and spending a lot of time in them.
Annie Favia is a person with more energy and enthusiasm than anyone I have ever met. She is as
passionate about environmental and social issues as she is about her wines. She and Andy live on a
five acre property with their 2 daughters in Coombsville, a small appellation north of Napa and at
the south end of the Silverado Trail. It is seven degrees cooler than further up the valley. At their
small home vineyard, they are dry-farming on 6x3 spacing. Annie worked with David Abreu for 11
years before starting Favia wines. There is no water permitted for new vineyards in Coombsville.
The vineyard is farmed organically to quasi-biodynamic. She is always asking “why am I doing

this” as a check to make sure that every input is valid. Demeter training is very poor. She is always
looking for cause and effect in the vineyard. Jeff Dawson is a BD consultant who has been helpful.
Vines are on St George and 420A but differences in growth appear to be soil derived
420A is a favorite but is slow to establish
She never uses benchgrafts, only chip-budded rootstocks
She stays very involved with the production of her nursery materials
Grow a vine for 10 years, then start thinking about what is the proper yield to make the best wine
Understand the balance and health of vines
Indicators – pencil thick canes, 4-5 shoots per cane
Vines must have proper structure
Sucker early for light and mid-cane uniformity, timing is critical for almost all vineyard practices
Napa has the best skilled vineyard workers in the world. She can tell them what to do and they do it
correctly
She really like using the spader in clean tilled rows

Annie and Andy have an amazing garden that would probably riva l those at The French Laundry or
Chez Panisse. They feed five families from it. They are very involved in the community. We met
Jessica Tarpy, their assistant wine maker at Dancing Hares, a small estate on the Silverado Tra il and
barrel sampled wines with her. All were dark and intense, which one expects from Abreu vineyards
and Favia-Erickson wine making.

Abreu viticulture: about as close to perfection as a vineyard
can get

Barrel cave at Dancing Hares

Quintessa: Charles Thomas and Michel Rolland.
Watch the videos on the website
(http://www.quintessa.com/films/). Over the years I
do not think I have met a more complete or
competent wine maker than Charles. He just seems
to have a good grip and feel for the process, from
the vineyard to the cellar. He showed us around
Quintessa‟s 165 acres of vineyards on the Silverado
Trail with lots of hills and aspects. It‟s in a process
of transformation with lots of replanting. Charles

has a light touch on his wines. To my palate they are sophisticated and understated.
Average yields are 2.2-2.4 t/a, target is 1.5 kg/m trellis
Old rootstocks are 5BB and 5C, they know they need to change – 420A and 1616 (more vigorous
and can tolerate wet soils)
Highly variable soil features on the hills

Again, wines were all prepared and beautifully presented in the private tasting room at the winery
with information packets, etc. Quintessa alcohols usually fall into the mid-14 range. The wines
showed great refinement, proportion and balance.
1. 2011 Illumination is a blend of Sauvignon Blanc and Sauvignon Musque has bright, exotic, clean,
fresh fruit, amazing aroma profile and delicious mango, melon flavors.
2. 2009 Faust
3. 2009 Quintessa
4. 2008 Quintessa
5. 2006 Qunitessa

Beckstoffer with Dave Michul. To view the
Beckstoffer heritage vineyards including the
great To Kalon vineyard, go to
http://www.beckstoffervineyards.com/roots/our
-vineyards/napa- valley/to-kalon/history. Andy
Beckstoffer is a brilliant businessman who
learned how to grow grapes. He gets really
smart people like Dave to manage his
vineyards. There is a process to access fruit
from one of the heritage vineyards like To
Kalon or George‟s 3. Beckstoffer does the
viticulture and any variation on their program
must be justified and negotiated (and
compensated). They have 100 clients and farm
about 1300 acres. Beckstoffer is a brand and they are very careful and shrewd about how it is used
by the wineries. They are a management company that owns vineyards so they benefit from the
quality of their work and the fruit they produce.
20 years is the average life of a vine in a Beckstoffer Napa vineyard
Replants are the same vine materials and treated the same way as a new vineyard
039-16 is tolerant to rootknot and used to prevent fanleaf virus. It‟s vigorous and needs wide
spacing.
New vineyards are on higher density but they don‟t want too much fruit exposure
Key is to know the soil and match the right rootstock!
Vine to vine competition – never seen it work. Compare Mondavi To Kalon on 1.5m x 1m vs.
wider spacing, they make different wines but not better wines.
To Kalon Cabernet clones are 4, 6, 7 and 337.
Cordon/spur gives better yields than cane
Eutypa shows up in vines after about 10 years
They do more cluster thinning, they don‟t want any clusters touching
7/20 – 8/20 is the sunburn period. Heat spikes over 105F will cause damage.

Powdery mildew is the biggest disease problem, usually 5-6 apps including sulfur and systemic
To Kalon usually gets to minimum 26 brix, some dessication and soft skins

Just for the record, Schrader Cellars has received 99 and 100 point scores for their To Kalon wines
from both Parker and the Spectator.
We had lunch with my friend and Davis classmate Karen Culler who has been making wine for
Ladera Vineyards and Wolf Family Vineyard for many years, as well as her own label, Culler. She
poured bottle and barrel samples of Cabernet for us, the most interesting being from a vineyard on
Atlas Peak, which was very, very late in 2011, and managed to avoid any botrytis, which Karen said
markedly improved the wines.

Nurseries that received favorable comments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dan Martinez - http://www.martinezorchards.com/
Mercier - http://www.mercier-california.com/
Novavine - http://www.novavine.com/
James Stamp - http://www.jamesstamp.net/index.html

We dined at Cindy‟s Backstreet Kitchen in St Helena, Bouchon in Yountville and upstairs at Chez
Panisse in Berkeley. I heartily recommend each of these to any visitor to the valley.
Meal wines:
1. Faust (second wine from Quintessa) – light, fresh, fruity red wine
2. 2006 Wing Canyon Mt Veeder Cabernet Sauvignon – Mt Veeder concentration but with nice balance
and forward fruit
3. 2006 Dunn Vineyards Howell Mountain Cabernet Sauvignon
4. 2009 Mongeard-Mugneret Fixin – what a relief to drink this wine at Chez Panisse after 3 days of
Napa cabs.

It takes a village to pull off a trip like this. Each visit is the result of communication and hospitality
offered by a number of people. We would like to thank each of these people for their role in
making our visit to their vineyard and winery an unqualified success:
Dominus: Reginia Feiner and Christian Mouiex
Heitz: David Heitz, Eric White, Paula and Connie (administrative staff)
Mark Neal at Jack Neal & Sons Vineyard Management
Opus One: Nathalie Jure and Michael Silacci
Inglenook: Enrique Herrero, Cathy Blazy, Lise Asimont, and Philippe Bascaules
Harlan: Mary Maher and Haley Dyer
Corison: Cathy Corison, Audrey and Hardy Wallace (administrative staff)
Favia: Annie Favia, Jessica Tarpy and Andy Erickson
Quintessa: Charles Thomas
Karen Culler (a friend from UC-Davis)
Beckstoffer: Dave Michul

Reference resources:
1. Jonathan Swinchatt and David Howell. The Winemaker’s Dance: Exploring Terroir in Napa
Valley
2. Robert Parker‟s The World’s Greatest Wine Estates
3. Matt Kramer‟s New California Wine: Making Sense of California Wine
4. Winery and vineyard websites contained a lot of useful information
Tip: do a lot of research about the people and their vineyards and wineries before you go.
Mark L. Chien
Viticulture Educator
Penn State Cooperative Extension
http://pawinegrape.com/
August, 2012

Comparing Napa to the Mid-Atlantic: as a fruitless but enjoyable exercise, I thought I would
compare virtues and vices between the two regions. Of course, Eastern wine growers t hink that
semi-arid regions like Napa Valley are easy as 1-2-3 to grow great grapes. It turns out, though, that
they have their own share of problems.

VICES

NAPA

Mid-Atlantic

Foliar diseases

Powdery mildew

Phomopsis, powdery mildew,
downy mildew, black rot

Fruit diseases

Occasional botrytis

Botrytis, sour rot complex

Trunk diseases

Eutypa, esca, black goo, others

Winter injury, crown gall, bot canker,
vine decline complex

Viruses, etc.

Leafroll, fanleaf, PD

Leafroll, grapevine yellows

Bugs

European vine moth, leafhoppers
mites, mealybugs

grape berry moth, grape root borer, mite
Japanese beetle,spotted wing,
leafhoppers, drosophila, multi colored
Asian lady beetle, brown marmorated
stink bug, cutworm, flea beetle

Pests

gophers

Birds, turkeys, raccoons, deer

Soil

Salt, nematodes

fertility and water (excess vine vigor)

WEATHER
Water

Irrigation – almost full control

Rainfall – no control

Sunshine

Lots (almost too much)

Hardly any (cloudy, hazy, diffuse light)
Summer rain and high humidity

Dirunal temp range

High on the valley floor, lower
in the hills above the valley

Low: 15-25 degrees

Harvest weather

Almost always ideal

Hurricanes, low pressure systems,
almost always difficult

Winters

Mild

Above the Mason-Dixon: cold

Other conditions

Frost, heat spikes, wind, La Nina

Frost, winter freezes, drought

